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Hoist Fitness CLUB LINE Leg Extension (CL-3401)  
 

The new CLUB LINE from HOIST Fitness
is the ideal alternative or addition for
gyms, clubs, hotels, corporate fitness and
others with limited space and the need for
top-notch equipment. HOIST Fitness' new
CLUB LINE offers operators a smaller,
quieter option. With no guide bars or
weight pins, the SLIDE SELECT SYSTEM
of the CLUB LINE by HOIST Fitness has
fewer friction points and offers smooth,
quiet operation. HOIST's CLUB LINE
requires 8-25% less floor space per
machine and is 8-27% lower than
comparable equipment. Less floor space
and reduced visual obstruction make the
CLUB LINE by HOIST the perfect choice.

 CHF 4'450.00  
      

      

Highly effective leg extension machine for fitness beginners, advanced and professionals of all
ages
self-adjusting roller pad
leg extension arm balanced with counterweight for easy adjustment of the movement limiter
(ROM)
lateral hand grips for stabilization
gas-assisted backrest adjustment with easily accessible adjustment lever for hassle-free
adjustment
the SLIDE SELECT SYSTEM has an independent weight system that allows adjustment in
2.25kg increments
the SLIDE SELECT SYSTEM has no weight guide rods and no weight pins are needed to adjust
the weight
8-25% less floor space per machine compared to competitive equipment
8-27% lower than other suppliers' machines
high quality padding
weight magazine 135kg
practical accessory compartment for keys, phone, water bottle

Use: home use to commercial continuous use, payload: approx. 180kg
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Machine dimensions: L126 x W105 x H133cm, weight 284kg
Frame colors: Platinum or white
Upholstery colors: light gray, dark gray, black, red, blue (other colors on request)
Warranty: 2 years full warranty (excluding consumables)
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